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Submission  
          I have been a doctor for 30 years . After my hospital training (mainly at the Royal Hobart 
Hospital) I started General Practice. I have been in General Practice for more than 25 years. During 
that time I have built and administered 2 General Practice. Both practices are in lower socio 
economic areas and therefore rely heavily on our Public Hospital system. My current practice is 
Claremont Village Medical centre which cares for more than 10,000 patients. I made a submission to 
the earlier legislative Council Inquiry into Health (2009) and was asked to appear before it. 
         Prior to the recent cutbacks Health Care in Tasmania was already in crisis. Although in some 
areas e.g. workforce we were slowly making some progress. Our poorly run health care system 
however was simply not coping with the demand.  Patients treatment was compromised with LONG 
waits for clinics, long waits for surgery, abysmal communication between Hospitals and Primary care 
etc . Our state was simply the worst performing in the nation by nearly all measures. 
           The recent cuts have already impacted and are catastrophic. GP’s are now swamped with 
patients and insolvable problems. We are unable to tell patients whether they will ever be seen in 
clinics or whether they will ever be treated in our hospitals. The new catch cry in all parts of health 
care is “Go and see your GP!” Even the CEO’s of our Public Hospitals promote this without even 
considering whether General Practice is in a position to take the load or in many cases realising  it is 
inappropriate advice!  
           The cut backs in Health Care have come about because there is a strong belief that heath 
funding will consume the entire budget in a few years! This is now an accepted idea by man. Few 
have looked at why. It is not from excess spending in front line health care. It is simply because we 
still have no LEADERSHIP and NO responsible health policy at a State or Federal level. I would 
challenge anyone to show me one State or Federal Government member who has shown 
LEADERSHIP in health. I would also challenge anyone to direct me to a health policy designed for 
better health care and NOT political gain. The current cutbacks show an astonishing ignorance of the 
challenges we face in health care.  
 
POLICIES  
          Just a few months ago the Federal Government released its HEALTH and Hospital “Reform” 
policy. It was released with numerous photo opportunities .Tasmania was eager to be the first to 
sign on. Other states e.g. Victoria held out for a better deal. During the photo opportunities that 
followed our PM Gillard, Federal health Minister Roxon, Premier Giddings and State Health Minister 
O’Byrne made 4 statements- 
Their policy  

1- Was the greatest reform since the introduction of Medicare 
2- It would guarantee earlier access to elective surgery 
3- It would guarantee adequate funding for Public Hospitals 
4- It would stop the BLAME GAME 

It has failed on ALL points. The claims were obviously ridiculous in the first place. Tasmania which is a 
window into the future for all Australia has proved the so called reform is not worth the paper it is 
printed on. The words “Health Reform” often used by government members have no more 
substance than “Moving Forward “and “Great Big new TAX”  Ms Roxon has chosen to up the blame 
game with a rather childish media spat with the Tasmanian Government. She needs to realise it is 
HER policy that has failed! 



           As far as patients and the Medical Workforce are concerned our State Government has NO 
Health Policy. It is not a Health Policy to announce there will be huge cuts to health funding. They 
also use big words to cover up their failings. e.g. “Integrated Health Care” –Where? Medicare Locals 
–I have been a Doctor for 30 years and I am still not clear on their role or how they will work. 
 
LEADERSHIP-(More to the point what leadership?)  
                Completely absent – It is not Leadership for our premier to explain her cuts as “There is no 
more hay in the barn” it is not leadership for Ms O’Byrne to say “there is no crisis!” 
At a Federal level not a comment from  Labor, Liberal or Green. Health care is always No1 policy in 
the minds of the people –see ALL polling. Ask yourself where does health care fall in priority for 
former Launceston GP Dr Bob Brown. His record shows it is not in his top 20 policies of importance. 
Find one Canberra based Liberal politician who has even commented on the problems we now face. 
Despite Tasmania’s health care in complete collapse we have been deserted by Canberra (including 
our own representatives) I noted recently that Dr Scott Parkes was frustrated that a letter from our 
northern medical workforce pleading to Nicola Roxon to get involved had been ignored. Our surgery 
has written to Ms Roxon hoping to meet with her to show her the problems we face in delivering 
quality health care. She replied she was too busy .Since then she has made a number of flying visits 
to wear a hard hat, fluoro vest and wield a pair of ribbon cutting scissors. The message is simple . It’s 
all about politics and not the delivery of quality value for money health care. 
In summary No policy/ No leadership= a costly Health system delivering poorer outcomes. The result 
is a Health Budget out of control. The solution is a health policy delivered with Leadership. 
 
WORKFORCE 
                 The cuts to funding will decimate an already depleted, ageing and demoralised workforce. 
It will take decades if not generations to recover. Many of our experienced workforce are looking for 
career options outside Tasmania. Our young training workforce realise they have limited options if 
they stay in Tasmania. I have spoken to many young medical students and student nurses (many 
tearful) who believe they have made the wrong career option. They realise their training will 
obviously be less than adequate and they may study for years and end up with no job. Anyone who 
says that training will be adequate is only interested in their continued funding stream. Our medical 
school needs to look at the reason the once proud Tasmanian medical School was created. It was 
created to supply Tasmania with the highest quality medical workforce. It was not created to be a 
cash cow for the University. Many of our specialist training programs will have to close due to 
insufficient specialist supervisors and inadequate patient throughput. . Administrators may not say 
this to protect funding but I have been approached by many who teach in our hospitals and they are 
very pessimistic about their ability to maintain quality teaching. Many departments have had 
conditional accreditation in the recent past and this was PRIOR to the recent cutbacks 
 
COMMUNICATION 
                  In my earlier presentation to the Legislative Council I suggested Carrier Pigeons to improve 
communication between our Public Hospitals and General Practice. The carrier pigeons have 
obviously got lost! The gap between Primary Health care and our public hospitals is now a chasm. 
We are completely in the dark in relation to delay in  appointments  ,expected surgery dates  etc .We 
are rarely able to speak to anyone involved in a  patients care. Summaries and letters are of varying 
quality, often delayed by months and sometimes never sent.GP letters are frequently lost or 
ignored. The state of communication is affecting patient health and costing the taxpayer millions. 
We frequently see duplication of tests, treatments etc. This will NOT be fixed by E-Health .The speed 
of communication is not the issue. Our public hospital staff will still have to type letters etc and this 
is where the problem lies. E-Health is a futuristic idea put forward by governments to distract from 
the problems we face now.  
 



AGED CARE  
                Although an important part of health care it remains underfunded with an ageing and 
depleted workforce. Simply spending an evening with a sister in charge of a nursing home would 
quickly show the problems we face in caring for our ever increasing elderly population. It will be 
difficult to both improve health care and reduce health funding when Canberra ignores the needs 
and issues of an ageing population. 
 
Nearly a decade ago I presented to a Senate inquiry into the then Howard Governments “Fairer 
Medicare Policy”. Sadly many of the suggestions I make now I made then- 
 
Solutions 

1- One single funder i.e. federal with local input. Sadly our State Government has shown they 
are neither capable nor interested in running a public hospital system. It would be a more 
cohesive system, cost less and deliver better health outcomes. 

2- Address indemnity issues – Our health workforce is now exposed more than ever to 
litigation. We will see further unnecessary investigations, referral etc. A no fault scheme is 
now urgent and would immediately save millions of dollars by cutting out unnecessary 
paperwork which is done to cover workers “medico legally” 

3- Protect and develop a workforce. This requires urgent reversal of government cuts. Our 
workforce will be decimated. 

4- Red Tape –The red tape committees have become bogged down in red tape. Our surgery 
would literally have an extra doctor with less red tape. This is closely linked to point 2 and 
threat of litigation. 

5- Communication- Not hard to improve. Immediate return for the taxpayer dollar. Again our 
surgery would have an extra doctor 

6- Leadership-because there is none 
7- Health policy focused on health care and not politics 

       
 
There are many more issues that need addressing but this would be a good start. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


